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as the dr.1t demonstrates, the crack fokker is a much more capable aircraft. while the dr.1t is mostly
a high-speed aerobatic plane, the crack fokker can do all of the things the dr.1t can do and more. it
is fast, but also a very capable aerobatic aircraft. the crack fokker is a limited edition of only 300
units which will be produced by powr group. the crack fokker has a set of very unusual aerodynamic
features that make it a very distinct aircraft. the designers say that they have taken these
aerodynamic features and used them to make an aircraft that can perform unexpected manoeuvres
that the original dr.1 could not. fokker aerostructures in hoogeveen is one of the oldest and most
important composites producer in the world and, along with composites world, the national
composites centre in the uk, carries out research and development and provides design and
manufacturing services. it's just a few kilometres from the dutch border but is located on the dutch
side of the river ijssel, an area which is renowned for its wind-tunnel testing. up until now the
production of lightweight composite structures has been more of a niche activity, because the
process was too slow and expensive. the new method could be used to manufacture high-strength
structures such as cabin interiors and interior parts for aerospace applications. the use of robotised
production processes in general is often a controversial topic, because many people are convinced
that a fully human-controlled production process is the only legitimate way to create a high-quality
product. this attitude is completely natural, because the absence of human interaction often leads to
misunderstandings and the presence of human beings can be important to correct and explain the
reasons for the observed quality of the product. however, it is also possible that people have a
prejudice against using robots in the workplace. on the other hand, the higher quality of the products
that can be made, the lower the production costs will be, which can improve the profitability of a
company.
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